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it  is well known that the eigenvalue analyses such as the method of principal 
components and the Karhunen-Lo~ve expansion are coordinate dependent. 
This paper deals with a development of a coordinate-free theory of eigenvalue 
analysis with observation noise taken into consideration. Results obtained are 
stated with no reliance on a particular coordinate system. When data and observa- 
tion noise are normally distributed, the results are derived using the average 
mutual information between the data and the measurements. From this new 
point of view, it will be seen that in the traditional theories of principal com- 
ponents and the Karhunen-Lo~ve expansion, the noise covariance matrix is 
presupposed to be of a special form implicitly. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The method of principal components i a well known technique to reduce the 
number of variables of statistical data, while preserving the original information 
as much as possible. (Anderson, (1958, Chapter 11)) The Karhunen-Lo6ve 
(K-L  for short henceforth) expansion is another such method, and has often 
been discussed as a feature extraction technique in pattern recognition. 
(Watanabe, 1969, Section 8.2; Fukunaga, 1972, Chapter 8). 
These two methods, both of which reduce to the same type of eigenvalue 
problem, have long histories in theoretical investigation as well as in practice, 
and it seems at first sight that their foundations have been solidly established. 
There is, however, something unnatural about them as will be explained below. 
It is well known that the results of the principal component analysis and the 
K -L  expansion are not in general invariant under coordinate transformations. 
(Anderson, 1958, p. 279; Fukunaga, 1972, p. 236). Only orthogonal transforma- 
tions are permissible to keep the results invariant. This is contrasted with the 
coordinate-free property of, say, discriminant analyses. (Fukunaga, 1972, 
Section 9.2). Therefore, a mere change of the unit Of measurement for each 
component of the data under analysis is enough to yield a completely different 
result. The difficulty caused by this phenomenon is obvious especially when the 
components of the data have no common physical dimension. Since we have no 
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a priori reason, in this case, to choose specific units of measurement to represent 
the components of the data, the method of principal components and the K-L 
expansion tell us almost nothing about he nature of the original data, unless ome 
extra coordinate-free criterion for an optimum axis determination is introduced. 
Even when all the components of the data have a common physical dimension, 
we still have the same kind of difficulty, because there is no reason to prohibit 
the use of different units from component to component, hough we might as 
well use the same unit of measurement for all the components. 
It is our universal feeling that something essential is lacking in a theory which 
is not invariant under coordinate transformations, as long as the choice of a 
coordinate system is arbitrary in representing phenomena of interest. In this 
respect, the traditional principal component analysis and the K-L  expansion 
theory are quite unsatisfactory. 
It is natural to suppose that any data are results of certain measurements or 
observations, and that no observation is free from error or noise. In this paper, 
it is shown that, by taking observation noise into consideration, a coordinate-free 
theory of cigenvalue analysis can be developed. The average mutual information 
between the true data and the measurements plays the central role and the 
coordinate-free property of the average mutual information has an essential 
meaning in the theory. 
After preliminaries in Section 2, Section 3 deals with the determination of
subspaces, which correspond to principal components in the traditional theory, 
under an information theoretic riterion. In Section 4, a subject related to the 
classical K-L expansion theory is discussed, and a method of data approximation 
under a weighted mean square error criterion is investigated. It will be shown 
that if the inverse of the noise covariance matrix is used for the weighting matrix, 
the result in Section 4 has a close relation to those in Section 3. 
All the results in Section 3 and Section 4 are coordinate-free and stated with 
no reliance on a particular coordinate system. 
It will be seen from the present point of view that, in the traditional theories 
of principal components and K-L expansion, the noise covariance matrix is 
implicitly presupposed to be of the form kI, where h is a scalar and I is the unit 
matrix, regardless of the coordinate system. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper we fix a suitable probability space and whenever we 
speak of a random variable, it means a random variable defined on the space. 
As in the traditional theories of principal components and the K-L expansion, 
observed ata are represented by an n-dimensional column vector of random 
variables (X  1, X~,..., Xn) ~ where t denotes transpose. Let V be an n-dimensional 
vector space over the real field R. We can regard the data (X  1, X ~ ..... X~) t as the 
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component vector of X with respect o a basis {el, e~ ..... %} of V, where X is a 
random variable taking values in V: X = Xlel  + "" X~%.  The fundamental 
assumption in this paper is that there is a "true" data Y, and that the observed 
data is the sum of Y and an observation oise Z, where Y and Z are also random 
variables taking values in V. We denote by V* the dual space of V. The set of 
all the p-dimensional subspaces of V* is denoted by $/'~*. For convenience, 
we fix a basis {e~, e2 ,..., e~} of V and denote its dual basis in V* by {al, as,..., a~}: 
ai(e~) _ ~.i, 8 /be ing  the Kronecker's delta and whenever we speak of a com- 
ponent vector of an element in V or V*, it means a component vector with 
respect to {el, e2 .... , en} or {al, ed,..., eta}, unless otherwise noted. The com- 
ponent vector of X, Y and Z are denoted by (X a, X z ..... Xn)*, (y1, y2,..., y~)* 
and (Z 1, Z2,..., Z~) *, respectively throughout he paper. The covariance matrix 
of (X  1, X 2 . . . . .  Xn)  ¢: is defined as 
z = E(xL  x~ ..... x~)*(X~, x~,..., x~), 
where E denotes expectation. 
The covariance matrix of (Z 1, Z2,..., Zn) l; is similarly defined and denoted by ¢. 
To avoid unnecessary complication, we assume that 27 and ~ are positive definite. 
The positive definiteness of 27 and • is independent of the particular choice of 
the basis {el, e2,... , e~} of V. We assume that (y1, y2 ..... yn)* and (Z 1, Z 2 ..... Z~) t
are uncorrelated and that (EX  ~, EX2,..., EX  ~) = (EY  ~, EY2,..., EY  n) = 
(EZ 1, EZ  2 ..... EZ  ~) = O. These properties are independent of the particular 
choice of the basis {el, e2 .... , en}. 
Let fl, f2 ~ V*. An inner product (fl ,  f2>x* in V* is defined as follows: 
1 1 1 t, J l  ~J2 , " '~ Jn  J <fl  f2>* = ( f l , f2 , . . . , f~)  2 /¢2 ;  ¢ 2~, 
where (fl 1, f21,..., f 1), and (f l  2, f22,..., f2 ) t  are the component vectors of f l  and 
f2. It  is easily verified that (fl ,  f2)x* is independent of the particular choise of 
the basis {el, e2 .... , %}. Similarly, an inner product in V* is defined as follows: 
for fl, f2 z V*, 
(f l ,  f25* ( f l ,  f21,. . . , f~ ) 2 ~ 2,  = ¢( f l  ,f2 .... ,f~ ) .  
Also, the following ( ' ,  ">z is an inner product in V: for g l ,  g2 E V, 
(g~, gz>z = (gl m, g2 ..... g~) ~-~(g2~, g2~,..., g2"),, 
where (gi 1, gi2,..., gl ~) is the component vector of g, .  
Let U be a random variable taking values in V. We say that U is normally 
distributed if its component vector (U 1, U2,..., Un) t is normally distributed. 
Since the normal distribution property of the component vector (U 1, U2,..., Un) * 
is independent of the basis, the above definition makes sense. 
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In this paper, an equation 
L'x = Aq~x (1) 
plays a fundamental role, where A and x are an eigenvalue and an eigenvector, 
respectively. Equations of this type appear in various problems and the known 
basic properties (Anderson, 1958, Sect. A.1.2) are summarized here for later 
reference: 
(i) The eigenvalue of (1) are real and generally nonnegative. From the 
assumption that 27 and ~ are positive definite, they are positive. 
(ii) The set of eigenvalues of (1) is invariant under coordinate transforma- 
tions. 
We assume that (1) has no multiple eigenvalues throughout he paper, and 
denote them by A a , h z ,..., A m in descending order of magnitude. 
Denote by (/x~ i,/x2i,...,/x~) t the eigenvector corresponding to ;~ and with norm 
normalized to unity with respect o cb: (l~x i, tx2i,..., t~  i) ~(l~1 i, i~e~,..., t~ni) ~ = 1. 
(iii) Let 
/%11 /%12 .-- F in \  
\tL~ 1 /~  ... t~/  
The matrix 1~I diagonalizes X and # simultaneously: 
rvI'~M = Iv ,  (2) 
M,XM - -  A, (3) 
where I~ is the unit matrix of order n, and 
A = (i o) ~2 
We add one more important fact, which is essential to our problem• The proof 
is easy and omitted. 
(iv) The one-dimensional subspaee of V* spanned by ~ =/xlie~ -?/~2i~ 2 + 
• -" +/~¢~ is independent of the choice of the basis {e 1 , e~ .... , e~} of V. That is, 
if 2 and ~ are the eovariance matrices of component vectors of X and Y with 
respect o another basis {el, e-e ..... ~}, and if (fxl i, ~2 i ..... fini) ~ is an eigenveetor f 
2x  ---- ASx 
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corresponding to h i , then the one-dimensional subspace spanned by 
#lial  _C #2ia2 -t- "'" @ #n jan 
is identical with the one spanned by ~i where {a 1, an,..., a n} is the dual basis of 
{el, e~ ,..-, e~}: V(~;) : ~/. 
The subspace spanned by Vt i is denoted by Vi* throughout the paper. 
3. DETERMINATION OF SUBSPACES CORRESPONDING TO PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS 
UNDER AN INFORMATION THEORETIC CRITERION 
In this section, subspaces of V* which correspond intimately to principal 
components are determined under an information theoretic criterion. The 
random variables Y and Z are assumed to be normally distributed. Since linear 
combinations of normal variates are again normal, 
X =Y+Z 
is also normally distributed. 
Let W* c ~1", and let f be a non-zero element in W*. Then f(X) is a random 
variable taking values in R .  If (fl ,fz ,...,f~)* is the component vector of f, 
then f(X) can be expressed as 
f~)  = f l  x l  + f2 X2 AV "'" -iV fn xn .  
That is, in component otation, f(X) is a linear combination of the components 
of X. 
Now let us consider how much information f(X) contains about he true data Y. 
According to the information theory, this can be measured by the average 
mutual information between f(X) and Y: I(f(X); Y). 
By a simple calculation (Gallager, 1968, Sect. 2.4), we see 
1 ( f l ,  f2 .... , f . )  Z~(fl, f~ ..... I . ) '  I(f(X); Y) = ~ log (4) 
(f~, f2 ..... fn) (2b(fl, f2 .... , fn)* ' 
where, and henceforth, log denotes the natural logarithm. 
Because of the coordinate-free property of the average mutual information 
(Shannon, 1948, p. 637), I(f(X); Y) is independent of the particular basis 
{el, e~ ..... %}. This can also be directly confirmed by rewriting (4) in coordinate- 
free form as 
1 (f,  f ) *  
I(f(X); Y) -= ~ log (f, f)~ . (5) 
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It is also clear from (5) that I(f(X); Y) is independent ofthe choice of non-zero 
element f in W*. Therefore I(f(X); Y) is considered to be determined by the 
subspace W*, rather than by f. This justifies us to denote 
W(W*) = I(f(X); Y). 
Now let us seek for W* in 4/'/* which maximizes ~(W*) .  From (4), it follows 
that maximization of~Y(W*) is equivalent to maximization of
f~Zf  
f ,qof , (6) 
where f = (f l ,  f2 .... , fn)t. Maximization problems of this type are well known; 
(6) attains the maximum if and only i f f  is the eigenvector f (1) corresponding 
to ~1, and the maximum value of (6) is equal to a 1 . 
We have thus obtained the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
(i) Jr(V*) - maxw,~#~ Jr(W*), 
(ii) 3f(V*) = ½ log 2h, 
(iii) I f  W* c Y'*  and ~f(V*)  = ~(W*) ,  then V* = W*, 
where 17" is the one-dimensional subspace of V* defined in Section 2. 
Note that (i) and (ii) in the above theorem hold without he assumption that 
the equation (1) has no multiple eigenvalues. 
Let W~*, W2* ~ g/~**' We say that W** has no average mutual information with 
W2* if and only if I(fl(X); f:(X)) = 0 for any U e W~* and f2 ~ W2*. It is easily 
verified that ifI(fa(X); f (X)) = 0 for some non-zero elements f~ c W~*, ~2 ~ W2* 
then I(fl(X); f'~(X)) = 0 for any f~ ~ W** and f2 e W2*. 
Denote by ~///* the set of all the one-dimensional subspaces of V* which have 
no average mutual information with V*. Then the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 3.2 
(i) Yf(V*) = maxw,~ ¢ it'(W*) 
(ii) Jqt~(V*) = ½ log,~. 
(iii) I f  W* ~ ~[W*~ and ~af'(V*~) = ~,~¢a(W*), then V,* z = W*. 
where V*2 is the one-dimensional subspace of V* defined in Section 2. 
Proof. Note that I(f(X); g(X)) = 0 is equivalent to 
(f, ..... f~) qS(g 1,..., gn) ~ = 0 (7) 
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where g ~ V[, and (f l  ,..., f~)t, (gl ,.-., g~)t are the component vectors of f and g. 
Then maximizing Jf~(W*) subject o W* ~ #~* is equivalent to maximizing (6) 
subject o (7). By the Lagrange's method of indeterminate coefficients, the result 
is easily obtained. Q.E.D. 
The next theorem is a direct generalization of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2. 
We define 
~r;  ~ = f? ;k  = 0 
= {W* I W* E ~K'*, W* has no average mutual information with 
V* for i= l  .... , k} ;k@O.  
THEOREM 3.3. For i = 1, 2,..., n, 
(i) ~(Vi*) = maxw.~¢r*_l grd(W*), 
(ii) Jr(V,:*) = ½ log hi, 
(iii) I f  W* ~ W~*~_I and Wd(V~) = 9f'(W*), then Vi* = W*, 
where Vi* are the one-dimensional subspaces of V* defined in Section 2. 
Let W* ~ ~//'~* , and let {fl,..., f~} be a basis of W*. We can consider the average 
mutual information between (fl(X) ..... f~(X)) and Y: I(f~(X),..., f~(X); Y). It  is 
easy to see that 
1 [FXFt ] (8) 
I(fl(X),..., fi°(X); Y) ~- ~ log I Fq~F~ I ' 
whereF is a (p  × n) matrix whose i-th row is the component vector (fli,f2 i..... f i) 
of fi: 
/fl~ f21 "'" fnl~ 
~, f :  . . .  f,:/ 
and I " ] denotes the determinant of a matrix. Using the inner products ( ' ,  ")x* 
and ( ' ,  ")z*, we can express (8) in a coordinate-free form: 
1 l((f ~, f~)*)l 
I ( f~(x) ..... f~(x);  Y) = ~ log i((f~, f~)*)l 
where ((fi, f j ) . )  denotes a (p  × p) matrix whose i, j component is equal to 
to (fi, fj)~,. The denominator is defined similarly. It  is easy to verify 
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that I(U(X),..., f '(X); Y) is independent of the basis {fl,..., fp} of W"~; if 
{gl ..... gP} is another basis of W*, then 
I(f~(X),..., fv(X); Y ) -  I(g~(X),..., gV(X); Y). 
This justifies us, as in the casc of W* being one-dimensional, to denote 
J~f/(W*) = I(f~(X),..., f"(X); Y) 
J * ~ grammian and has a geometrical meaning as the lncidcntally, [((fq f )x) ,  is a 
square of the volume ~x of a parallelogram, with respect o the inner product 
(' ,  -).~, spanned by fl,..., f , .  Similarlv,. the grammian i((fi, f~)2). ~ ' is the square 
of the w)lume -Qz of the same parallclogram, but with respect o another inner 
product (', ")*. In terms of £2 x and ~2z, -~,'~(W ~) can be expressed as 
~2x 
.¢['(W*) = log Oz " 
Thus, ~(W*)  is closely related with the number of parallelograms of volume X2 z 
which can be packed into a parallelogram of volume -Qx. 
We denote the direct sum of two spaces by @. 
TImOREM 3.4. For p := 1 ..... n, 
p 
~(v~ G v :  ® ... 0 v~) .-= ~ ~(vt ) ,  
t= l  
where V* are the one-diraensional subspaces of V ~ defined in Section 2. 
Proof. Since ~1, W",-.., ~t9 defined in Section 2 form a basis of If* @ IL* -,@ 
• .- ® v~,  
. 1 J 34Z,3Itl 
-~(¢*  G vz  G " ('-3 v$) -= ~ log ; MCM, I ' 
where 
M = 
By (2), (3) and Theorem 3.3, 
1 
log 
I 
/_t 11 pt21 . . .  t,n l \ 
Q2 ~*.Z "'" t*?~}. 
i~1 ~' ~L22 . . . .  ixr p ] 
I MSMt{  
[ MqaAltl 
__ 1 log Ax) 2 "" Av 
2 
1 
: i ~ log hi 
i -1  -- 
-- y~ ~(v~) .  
i=.1 
Q.E.D. 
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It is easy to see that 
/(X; Y) = £ 1 i=1 ~ log )~i. 
This, together with Theorem 3.4, shows that by expressing X by p "com- 
ponents" al(X),..., I~(X), a loss of information by E~v+l  } log ?t i occurs. 
THEOREM 3.5. A p-dimensional subspace W* ~ ~¢r, maximizes ~(W*)  i f  and 
only i f  
w*= v? e v :  ® ... G v*, , 
where V~* are the one-dimensional subspaces of V* defined in Section 2. 
Proof. We prove if part first. Let {P ..... f~} be a basis of W*, and let (fl i, 
f2i,..., f~)* be the component vector of fi. Then, by (8) 
where 
1 I FIF* I 
W(W*) =2 log  t FCF  ~1 ' 
F 
/ / :  f ;  ... Sol\ 
. S.~" 
\ i :  i: ... f-:l 
Since (/~1!,/zzi,..., ffni) * (i -~ 1 .... , n) defined in Section 2 form a basis in the 
n-dimensional real space R n, each i i i t ( f l ,  f2 ,..., f~ ) can be represented by a linear 
combination of (if1 i, ff i,..., ffi)~. In matrix notation, 
where 
From (9), 
F = AM,  (9) 
M 
A = 
fil /x21 
~12 /£2 2 
~1 n ]-¢2 n 
al I a l  2 
a2 2 a!  1 
\a~ 1 a~ ~ 
• .- /~nl\ 
' 
• -. ~ /  
... aln \ 
aft. 
I FZFt  L = I (AM)  Z(AM)  t I 
-= I A (MZMt)  A* l • 
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Noting (3) in Section 2, 
(M IM~)A t .~- 
/A la l  1 hlaz 1 • .- Aia~i\ 
"" a~aJ~. 
• .. a~a~/  
By a well known formula for the determinant of the product of two matrices, 
(Satake, 1975, Sect. II.5) 
I a~ i ~ 
a~ ~" "'" a~" 
[A(MIMgA~I  = ~ a~h¢~ ... hB,[a~ x a~ . . . .  a~" 
l<Bl<" • "<B~<'n 
• ~3so 
l a~ a~ ~ ... a~ I 
<~A'"~ Z /4  ~ 4 ~ "" 4" 
l<~l<. . '<B~Kn [ " 
[ a~l ~2 a~ 
a9 "'" 50 
In the above, we used the fact h~Az ... A, > A~A G ... h G if 
(fi~, fl~ ..... fi~) =~ (1, 2 ..... p). 
On the other hand, 
] Fq~F~ [ = [(AM) ~(AM)  ~ [ 
= I A(M'IgM~) At  I 
= [Aml  
= Z a~l 
a~3 
From (10) and (11), it follows 
a~ ... a~,'l 2
a~ "." a~.l 
• . 
¢ ... ¢ 
so that 
[ FZF~ I 
I Fc~Ft [ ~ hlh ~ "" h~ 
1 I FXF~ l 
~(W*)  = ~ log [F~F [ 
1 
~< ~ log )hAz ... )~,. 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
643/42/I-4 
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By Theorem 3.4, the equality holds in (12) if W* = V~* @ V* @ .-. @ V*. 
This completes the proof of the if part of the theorem. The proof of the only 
if part proceeds as follows. 
If 9if(W*) = 3¢'(V* @ V2* @ "'" @ V~*), then the equality must hold in (12) 
or equivalently in (10). This occurs if and 0nly if 
41 @ .. 4~ 
]a~' a~ 2 -" a~'. 
a ... ap 
l ~O; (/3x,/32 ,...,/~) = (1, 2,..., p) =0; (3x, 32 .... ,30) =/= (1, 2 , . ,  p). (13) 
From (13), 
a l  I a l  2 •.. a l~ 
a2 2 -.. a.21 a.2 ~ 
\de  a?  ... a~/  
is nonsingular. Let its inverse be C. Now consider: 
bll b,~ ... b& / , , ;  ,,1~ . . .  
= C a2. 2 "'" 
\b ;  1 b; 2 ... b~n/  \a~, 1 a; ~ ... 
al'~\ 
aft .  
a~ ~/  
Then 
bl bl 2 ... bl~ ~ 
@ b2 2 "" b~} 
! 
\b )  bo 2 ... b~/  
where I~ is the unit matrix of orderp, and by (13) 
@ @ ... 
. . .  
bl ~ a~ 1 42 ... 4. 
a~ ... a! ~ 
a --" 
(14) 
---- 0; (/31 , 32 ,..., fi~) 4= (1, 2,..., p). (15) 
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We next show that the last part of the (bij) matrix is a zero matrix: 
~ b~+i h'+~ °] 
• .. b~/  
---=0. (16) 
Suppose that b~ -i @ 0 for some i and j (p  + 1 ~< i ~< n, 1 ~< j ~ p). Then 
bl I bi 2 ..- b[ - i  h j+ l  ~ "" b i~ bl * 
b., ~ h i+~ • . b 9 "" b~ - i  ~j "'" bj" b /  
• • • . 
[b; 1 b~ 2 .-. b~; -1 b~ +1 -.. bff bfl 
= (- -  1)~+~b~ ~ 
= ( - -1 )~+Jb j  i 
S0.  
bl 1 ... b~ -1 M+I ~1 " ' "  bl ~ 
b; /1  b~:~l . b ~ 
] - -1  " ' "  bs-1 J - -1  "" ] - -1  
b j i+ l  5--1 A]+I ... b~o "'" b3+l ~J+l j+l 
• , 
• . h /+ l  " b~ 1 ... b~ -1 ~, ".. b , "  
Since (1, 2,..., j  - -  1, j + 1 ..... p,  i) C= (1, 2, . . . ,p) ,  this contradicts (15). Com- 
bining (14) and (16), 
F = AM 
= C -1 ( I~ 
/ p,1 ~ 
= c - i  
o)M 
/ z2  2 • . .  
/~2P  • . .  
• . .  / in  i "?} 
This shows that the subspace spanned by f l ,  f~,..., f~ is identical with the 
one spanned by ~1, ~2,..., ~ .  Q.E.D. 
Similarly the following corollary holds. 
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CORO,.LARY 3.6. A (n - -  p)-dimensional subspace W* ~ ~t~*_~ minimizes 
Off(W*) if and only if 
W* ~ * * :~- V~+ 2 , V +I G ~ ... c#-) V,, 
where V~ are the one-dimensional subspaces of V* define d in Section 2. 
We have so far assumed for simplicity that (yx, y,,,..., yn)t and (Z 1, Z2,..., Zn) t 
are uncorrelated, and that X is the sum of Y and Z. These assumptions can be 
removed if we assume instead that the simultaneous distribution of 
(X I, X°',..., X") t and (y1, y.2,..., y~)t is normal. This assumption is independent 
of the choice of the basis {%, ea ..... e,,}. We assume that 
Let 
(EX', EX2,..., EX ,~) =: (EY I, EY" ..... EY") := O. 
z,x - E(X~, X",..., X , ) ' (X ' ,  X",..., X,,), 
&~ - E(X*, X",..., X,)'(V~, V~,..., >9,  
&,  := E(Y',  Y~,..., Y,,)~(YI, V~ ..... Y~'). 
Define (U 1, U a ..... Un) t as 
(u  ~, u" ..... u") ~ = (x  1, xL . . ,  x" ) '  - &~2;?(Y',  v", .... v")', 
then, as is well known (Anderson, 1958, Sect. 2.5.1), (i) (U 1, U",..., U") t is 
normally distributed with mean 0 and eovariance matrix X n --Zt=Z'~2')-2~2, 
(ii) (y l ,  y', ..... y,~)t and (U', U 2 ..... U") t are uncorrelated. Hence we see that 
the matter is the same as before except that (U', U",..., U~') t plays the part of 
the observation oise, and that Z12Zg2~(Y1,..., y,~)t behaves like the true data. 
The equation (1) is replaced with 
&ix -a (& i  - &~z~*zf~)x. 
This equation has the same coordinate-free properties as (1). 
The theory developed in this section has a close relation to the traditional 
method of principal components. If the basis {el, % ,..., en} of V is so chosen 
that the noise eovariance matrix is of the form kI,,, where k is a scalar, and I n 
is the unit matrix of order n, then (1) reduces to 
Xx = h(kI,)x. 
This equation gives the same solution up to a common factor for eigenvalues as 
~V?X = ,)tX 
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which is the very equation to be solved in the traditional method. Thus, from 
the present stand point, the traditional method of principal components can be 
looked as an analysis in which the noise covariance matrix is implicitly pre- 
supposed to be of the form h i  n . This can als0 be seen in (6). I f  the basis 
{el, e2 .... , e~} are chosen as above, maximization of (6) is equivalent to maximi- 
zation of f*27f subject to f~f = 1. But this is the very criterion used in the 
traditional method. 
The noise covariance matrix must, however, change its form depending on 
the basis chosen to represent the data. This point has never been considered in 
the traditional theory, which explains why the traditional theory is coordinate 
dependent. 
It will be clear that if f ~ F-i* then f(X) is the counter part of the i-th principal 
component in the traditional theory. The norm of f does not have to be normal- 
ized in any way unlike a principal component, since f(X) and f(X) contain the 
same amount of information about Y if f and f are non-zero elements in Vi*. 
4. A WEIGHTED MEAN SQUARE ERROR CRITERION FOR DATA APPROXIMATION 
In this section, a data approximation theory is developed which is closely 
related to the K-L expansion. The observation noise is taken into consideration, 
and the theory is coordinate-free like the one developed in the previous ection. 
We do no t assume that X, Y, and Z are normally distributed. But if they are, 
the result in this section has a close relation to those in the previous ection. 
Let us partition V* into two subspaces W* e ~/'~* and U* ~ Y/'~*~ such that 
V* -= W* @ U*. Let {fl,..., f~} and {f~+l,..., fn} be bases of W* and U*, 
respectively and let ( f l  i, f2i,. . . ,  fn i )  * be the component vector of f .  Then 
has the inverse 
F= A~ f~" "'" A~| 
t_& s. o s:j 
G = 
g! g21 --. gn 1\ 
gl  ~ g2 . . . .  g~'~/  
It is possible to represent (X  1, X 2 ..... X~)  t as 
(x  1, x,,. . . ,  x , )  * = Wig1 + W~g~ + ... + wag,,,  (17) 
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where 
(W~ , W 2 ..... W, )  t = F (X  a, X~,..., X" )  t 
and gi is the i-th column of G. I f  the expression in (17) is truncated as 
()~1, f~2,..., 2,~)~ = Wig  ~ + W~g 2 _}_ ... + Wgg~,  
then 
(X  ~1, X2, . . . ,  Sn)  t = (21 ,  22 , . . . ,  Xn)  t - -  (X  1, X 2 ..... Xn)  t 
is the component vector of the truncation error. We show that 
R =Xae l+X2e~+ -'- +X~e~ 
is independent of the choise of the basis (e l ,  e2 ..... e~}. Let {el ,..-, e,) be another 
basis of V. Then there exists a non-singular (n x n) matrix T such that 
(el ..... [~) = (e~ .... , e,)T. 
Let us mark by ~-~ symbols which are with respect o this new basis. I f  (~1,..., ~n} 
is the dual basis of (el .... , ~,}, then 
(al,..., a~) ~ = T-l(al,..., a-)t 
holds, so that the component vector ( f l i , . . . , f~t)  ~of fi with respect o {al ..... an} 
is given by 
( f l '  ..... f=') = (k',-.., f i) T. 
Therefore, 
{fl' ... /.1 t/~ ~ o • 
\/1" ... L" !  
= FT,  
and considering that the component vector (21,..., ~) t  of X with respect o 
{al ,-.., a,} is given by 
(~ ..... 2-)t = T-I(xL..., x% 
we see  
(~ ,..., ~,)~ = p( jZ l  ..... x - )~ 
= FTT- I (X I , . . . ,  X~)  ~ 
= F(XI , . . . ,  X'~) ~ 
= (W1 ,.. . ,  W,,)~. 
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This shows that (W 1 ..... W.) ~ is independent of the basis of V. Using this fact, 
(2~,..., 2~), = #121 +. . .  + ~2~ 
= o(~ .... , ~ ,  o,.. . ,  o), 
-~ T-~F-I(W~ ,..., W~,, 0 ..... O) t, 
where ~ = #-1 and gi is the i-th column of ~. From this, it is seen that the 
component vector of truncation error with respect o the new basis is 
(2~,..., 2~)~ = (2~,..., 2~), - (x~,..., ~-)~ 
which leads to 
= T- I (F - I (Wl  .. . .  , W~,  0 . . . . .  0 ) '  - -  (X l  . . . . .  X~),) 
= T-z((2~,.. . ,  ff~,)t _ (X~,..., Xn)t), 
= T-I(X1,. . . ,  X~) *, 
X = X1~1 + -" + X"~,  
= (x~ ..... x~) (~ ..... ~)~ 
= (X  1 ..... X~)(T-1) t Tt(el ..... e~) ~ 
= X le l  + ... + X~e~ 
=2.  
Furthermore, X is independent ofthe particular choice of the bases {fl, f2,..., f~} 
and {f~+l ..... fn}. Thus we see that the truncation error is determined epending 
only on the way of partitioning K*. 
There are infinitely many ways to measure the magnitude of the truncation 
error, but let us show that if we use the mean square error with respect o the 
inner product ( ' ,  ")z as the measure, the optimum partition of K* has a close 
relation to the result obtained in the preceding section. 
We prepare a lemma before stating the next theorem. Let 
~(w*;  u*) = z<x,  x )~.  
LEMMA 4.1. Let A, B be real symmetric positive definite matrices of order n. 
Denote by A i the i-th largest eigenvalue of 
Ax = ABx (18) 
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and by (vl i, v2*,..., vn¢) ~ the eigenvector corresponding to 2t i and normalized as 
(~d, ,d,..., , J )  B(~d, ,d,.-., , J)* = 1. (19) 
Let H be a real (n × n) matrix such that 
Let 
then H minimizes 
if H is of the form 
H*BH = I~. (20) 
p n - -p  
tr H*AHJ~_~ (21) 
Vl"O" C " 
" : o \  
.:.....°o o 
where tr denotes the trace of a matrix, and C and D are orthogonal matrices of 
order p and n --  p, respectively. The minimum value of (21) is equal to ~2,~+1 hi. 
If (18) has no multiple eigenvalues, then H minimizes only if H is of the form 
in (22). 
Proof. The matrix H can be expressed as 
Vl I ~12 - - .  Vln\ 
v2~ ~ P H = v~ 1 "" v~ 
: : 
\ vn  I vn 2 , . .  vn~ll 
where P is an (n × n) matrix. By (2) and (20) P satisfies 
PtP= In, (23) 
that is, P is an orthogonal matrix. In terms of P, (21) can be rewritten as 
tr H*AHJn_~, = tr PtAPJ,~_~. (24) 
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As is well known (Fukunaga (1972, Section 8.1)), 
tr P~APJ,_~ >~ ~ A i (25) 
i=p+l 
under the constraint (23). If H is of the form in (22), it can be directly verified 
by (3) that 
tr HtAHJ~_~ = ~ Ai" 
i=2~+1 
This proves the if part of the lemma. The only if part of the lemma can be deduced 
from the condition for the equality hold in (25), the detail of which is omitted. 
Q.E.D. 
then 
THEOREM 4.2. 
(i) ,~'(v* ® v* ® . . .® v~*; v* v* ~+1 (~ ~0+2 (~"" (~ V:) 
---- rain ?2(W*; U*), W* ~ ~/~*, U* ~ ¢'*~_~, V* -= W* @ U* 
(ii) If W* ~* ,  U* * V* W* U* ~/~_~ , = @ and 
~2(w*; u*) ~(vZ ® ... ® v~*; * * --  V;+~ ®' - -  ® V~), 
W* V* ® . "® V* and U* V* * = - ~+1 @.. .  @ Vg
(iii) E=(V? ® ... ® V~*; V~*+l ~ ... @ V,*) = ~ a,, 
i=p+l 
where V~ are the one-dimensional sub@aces of V* defined in Section 2. 
Proof. Noting that 
(21, 2%. ,  29* = F-~(W~ , W~ .... , W~, 0,..., 0)* 
= F- I ( (W1 , W 2 .... .  Wn) t - -  (0,. . . ,  0, Wio+i .... , Wn)  t) 
= (X 1, X2,..., Xn) ~-  F-1J,_~(H71, Wu ,..., Wn) ~ 
= (X ~, X2,..., Xn) ~ -- F-1J~_~,F(X ~, X2,..., Xn) ~, 
we obtain 
(x~, x2 ..... x ,y  = (21, 2~,..., 2,)~ - (xl ,  x~,..., x,)~ 
= --F-larn_~F(X1, X2,..., Xn) t. 
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Therefore, 
g2(W*; U*) -= E(X1,..., X")F*J._~(F-~)*~-~F-~A_,F(X ~ ..... x.)* 
= tr(FT~)*#-IF-~J,_~FE(X1,..., X")*(Xa,..., X ~) F*J,_~ 
= tr(F~bF*)-IJ~_~FZF*J~_~. (26) 
The last statement (iii) of the theorem can be directly shown by substituting 
(/zai ' / , j  ..... / , i ) ,  for (fli, f2~,...,f~) ~in (26) and using (2) and (3). We show (i) 
next. Let us first find a necessary condition for F to minimize (26). By solving a 
variational equation 
3( tr( F~F*)-I  J ,_~FZF* J~_~) = 0 
we see that F must satisfy 
p n - -p  
otI  
FNF ~ = (27) i ;,i]f°-, 
where A n and Az~ are some matrices. Therefore, what we should do is to find F 
which minimizes (26) among those matrices satisfying (27). Since g2(W*; U*) 
is independent of the choice of the basis of W* and U*, we can assume wkhout 
loss of generality, that {P,..., f~} is an orthonormal basis of W* with respect o 
the inner product <', ")z* • Similarly we assume that {f~+l ..... fn} is an orthonormal 
basis of U* with respect o the same inner product. Then by (27), F must satisfy 
I f  (28) holds, 
FZF  ~ = I s . (28) 
#2(W*; U*) = tr(FgaF*)-lJ,_~. 
Let G = F -1. Then (28) is equivalent to G~X-1G = I~ and 
ming2(W*;  U* )= min tr(Fq)F~) -1 J,~_~. 
FZF~=I~ 
= min tr(Gtqo-lG)J~_~. 
By Lemma 4.1, 
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where AL  is the i-th largest eigenvalue of an equation
@-lx  = KY-lx. (29)
But, as is easily verified, (29) has the same set of eigenvalues as (1). This,
together with (iii), completes the proof of (i). Finally, we show (ii). If
tr(GtPIG)  Jn-+  = 2  Ai
i4+1
for G satisfying GtZ-iG  = I, , then, by Lemma 4.1, G must be of the form
where K and L are orthogonal matrices of order p  and n  - p  respectively, and
(vli,  vzi,..., vni)”  is the eigenvector of (29) corresponding to hi  and with norm
normalized to unity with respect to 2-l.  Thus
F  =  G-1
where
VI1  VI2  ..*  vln
i 4
-1
‘&I  =  “21  “22  -**  vf  .. .. .
v,1 v*2 -** v,It
Since (vri,  vzi,  . . . ,v,~)~  is the eigenvector of (29) corresponding to hi  ,
@-‘(S-l) = z-ys-y. (31)
Inverting, transposing and multiplying A  to the right of both sides of (31),
zst  = a!?tLl.
This shows that the i-th row of S is an eigenvector of (1) corresponding to hi  .
By (30)  we see that
w”  =  V,*@-*@  v,* a n d U” = V;+l @ ...  @ V,“. Q.E.D.
If Y and Z  are normally distributed, the results in Section 3 and Section 4 are
related as follows. By Theorem 3.5, Corollary 3.6 and Theorem 4.2, subspaces
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W*, U* minimize d"e(W*; U*) if and only if W* maximizes 3¢(W*) and U* 
minimizes .3f(U*). 
I f  the basis (el,  e~ ,..., e,} of V happens to be such that the noise covariance 
matrix is of the form kl,~ where k is a scalar and In is the unit matrix of order n, 
then the result obtained here coincides essentially with that of the traditional 
K-L expansion. Thus, just as in the case of the preceding section, wc can regard 
the theory of the traditional K-L expansion as the one in which there is an 
implicit presupposition on the form of the noise covariance matrix. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A coordinate-free theory of eigenvalue analysis was developed, which is 
closely related to the method of principal components and the Karhuncn-Lo~ve 
expansion. In the theory, observation noise is taken into consideration and plays 
an essential role. If the data and the noise are normally distributed, the results 
have an information theoretic significance. 
The dual space V* of the data space V takes an important part in the present 
theory. This point has not been clear in the traditional theory, because of the 
natural identification of the data space (oftenR '*) with its dual space (R'~*). By 
taking an abstract vector space as the data space, and drawing a distinction 
between the data space and its dual space, we have a clearer insight into the 
structure of the eigenvalue analysis theory. 
There have been traditionally two different methods both in the principal 
component analysis and the K-L expansion; one using the covariance matrix 
and the other using the correlation matrix of the data under analysis. Neither 
of them is justified unconditionally from the present point of view. Roughly 
speaking, the former is good only if the noise variance is uniform over all the data 
components, while the latter is justified only if the ratio of the noise variance to 
the data variance is uniform over all the components. 
In any case, the data covariance or correlation matrix alone does not give 
enough information to perform the present analysis; knowledge of the reliability 
of the observed data is absolutely necessary in the form of noise covariance 
matrix. From a practical point of view, this seems very inconvenient. But how 
can it be possible, in any analysis method, to obtain reliable results without 
paying respect to the reliability of the data under analysis ?
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